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Truthondemand

Ionce built a data warehouse
that was being fed daily by
more than 4,000 disparate
operational systems belong-

ing to a handful of widely recog-
nisedconsumerbrands.

The goal was to understand the
customer better by recognising
whenthesamepersonwastransact-
ing across different brands all held
by the same holding company. The
underlying motivation: the more
fullythecustomerisunderstood,the
moreyoucanservicethecustomer.

There I sat, with a number of
marketing vice-presidents, each
representing their brand’s inter-
ests. And while everyone worked
for the same parent company,
there was one question no-one
could agree upon: when a con-
sumerhastransactedwithallof the
brands, each time using a slightly
different name or new address,
which name and address should be
considered the enterprise-wide
goldstandard?Asit turnsout, there
is no such thing as a single version
of truth.

I’ll stick with items like names
and addresses in what’s to follow,
but the argument applies to many
types of business data (exceptions
include your social security
numberandbankaccountbalance,
as these should have a single ver-
sionof truth).

Who’sasking?
The name and address supplied to a
human resources system by an
employee is the best name and
address for a tax filing, even if a dif-
ferentnameandaddresshasbecome
availablefromanothersystem.

And a hotel statement better be
sent to the address supplied by the
guest when he or she checks out of
the hotel – not some other address
deemed “best” because of its per-
ceived currency and reliability
fromsomeotherdatasource.

For a direct marketing piece, a
name and address from a loyalty
clubprogrammeisgenerallybetter
than the reservation data provided
over the phone. Why? Because loy-
alty club data is more reliable, as

consumers typically wanted to
receive their points statement in
themail.

The definition of “best” varies
based on who is asking the ques-
tion. Therefore when we come to
pull together different data
sources, we need to preserve multi-
pleversionsof thetruth.

Tomergeorresolve
Many approaches to data aggrega-
tion use a so-called “merge purge”
approach.Whatwereallyneedisan
approachcalledentityresolution.

Both types of system help organi-
sations count unique entities such
as customers by making assertions
as to when two or more described
entities likely represent the same
physicalentity.

But other than counting unique
entities, the differences between
merge purge and entity resolution
systemsarenightandday.Hereare
thethreemainones:

First, merge purge systems are
traditionally batch oriented. Input
files are compared and the result is
a de-duplicated output file. The
“single version” offered by merge
purge systems drifts in accuracy
between each scheduled reload,
whereby the input files are then
periodically reprocessed in their
entirety toaccount forchanges.

Entity resolution systems are
generally designed to handle real-

time updates. Entity resolution sys-
tems deliver a dynamic data store
of disambiguated entities that are
current to thesecond.

Second, merge purge systems
oftenusedatasurvivorshiprules to
determine which values should be
kept and which discarded or
archived (for example, keeping
“Robert”whiledropping“Bob”).

Entity resolution systems gener-
ally retain every record and every
attribute, each with its associated
attribution – that is, pointers to the
systemofrecordandtransactionref-
erencefromwherethisvaluecame.

Because entity resolution sys-
tems have no data survivorship
processing, there is no chance
future relevant data will be prema-
turely discarded. They also pre-
serve outlier data that would
otherwise be lost, such as apparent
typos (like “Mark” for “Marek”)
that turnout tobevalidvalues.

Third, as data volumes grow, it
becomes more and more unsus-
tainable to reload periodically all
of one’s data holdings. For this rea-
son, the larger the historical vol-
ume of data, the less practical
mergepurgesystemsbecome.

There comes a point when there
isnotenoughtimetore-crunchallof
the data from the ground up. Entity
resolution systems which support
real-time and sequence-neutral
(self-correcting) processing are not
dependent upon periodic reloading
foraccuracyandcurrency.

Differentmethodsfor
differentmissions
Merge purge systems are well
suited to activities that can live
with snapshots, such as direct mail
marketing and monthly reporting.
But entity resolution systems are
best suited for real-time missions
where processes require access to
themostaccurateandmostcurrent
information.

While “a single version of the
truth” might sound reassuring,
relying on such a strategy can seri-
ously impede real-time businesses.
The more real-time our business
world grows, the clearer this
becomes. For many missions, it’s
time to embrace a plural version of
thetruth.n
Jeff Jonas is an IBM Fellow and
chief scientist at the IBM Entity
AnalyticsGroup.

Withmanytypesof data, thereisno ‘singleversionoftruth’

Information in
the round

Organisations are full of disparate
and duplicated data, writes
GregoryMaciag.

Managers have long dreamed
of sorting out this apparent mess
once and for all. We need, they
say,asingleversionof thetruth.

This doesn’t have to come from
a single, all-purpose physical
database – it can equally well be
assembled on the fly from differ-
ent sources on request. The point
is, let’s just have one set of facts we
canusetorunthebusiness.

It’s obvious – but it’s wrong. Our
guest columnist, Jeff Jonas, is
always worth listening to, espe-
cially when he challenges the
easy clichés that we take for
grantedeveryday.

He argues that enterprises need
to keep pluralism in their infor-
mation holdings. To get a true pic-
ture of reality, you need views
fromdifferentangles.

Jonas explains why “merge and
purge” approaches to data consol-
idationdestroyvalue.Thereisstill
a need to associate different data
sets that represent facts about the
same real world entities, but we
don’t need to suppress the variant
attributes and relationships that
connectwiththese identities.

As business becomes more ana-
lytics-driven, decision makers are
recognising that all data is poten-
tially valuable. But the key word is
‘potentially’. Unless you can tie
your data together meaningfully,
allyouhaveisabigmess.

The added message is that
data can be made meaningful
without being whittled down to
thebarebones.n

Gregory Maciag is president and
chief executive of ACORD. He can
bereachedatgmaciag@acord.org.

Jeff Jonas
chief scientist, IBM
Entity Analytics Group

The definition of “best”
varies based on who is
asking the question.
Therefore when we
come to pull together
different data sources,
we need to preserve
multiple versions of the
truth. 

Jeff Jonas
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